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1 Introducere 

OZone este un program dedicat calculului acțiunilor termice generate de incendii si evoluției temperaturilor 

in elementele structurale din otel, folosind modele de foc natural (pentru incendii localizate si de 

compartiment) sau curbe nominale temperatură-timp.  

In cazul incendiilor de compartiment, Ozone implementează modelul de foc natural cu zone de temperatură, 

definit in Anexa D/ EN1991-1-2. Modelele cu zone de temperatură sunt ușor de utilizat, oferă o bună 

aproximare a unui incendiu de compartiment si presupun împărțirea compartimentului pe înălțime in două 

zone având temperatura uniformă. Modelul bazat pe o singura zonă de temperatură, consideră temperatura 

uniformă in întreg compartimentul, fiind astfel valid pentru situația in care incendiul este generalizat. 

Modelele cu două zone se utilizează in situația in care materialul combustibil se află pe o arie restrânsa sau 

in faza pre-flashover, si oferă o modelare mai realistă a incendiului de compartiment, cu un strat de fum 

fierbinte sub tavan si un strat cu temperaturi reduse in partea inferioară a compartimentului. 

Modelele cu zone de temperatură au fost dezvoltate in cadrul proiectelor de cercetare europene ECCS  

“Natural Fire Safety Concept” si "Natural Fire Safety Concept - Full Scale Tests, Implementation in the 

Eurocodes and Development of a User Friendly design tool". Modelul probabilistic dezvoltat in cadrul 

proiectului “Natural Fire Safety Concept” a fost inclus in EN 1991-1-2.  

In compartimentele de dimensiuni mari, in care nu se produce flashover, comportamentul structurii trebuie 

analizat sub acțiunea focului localizat. Procedura specifică implementată in OZone se bazează pe proiectul 

de cercetare european RFSR-CT-2012-00023 LOCAFI “Temperature assessment of a vertical steel member 

subjected to localised fire”. In acest model, pentru configurațiile in care elementul structural este cuprins de 

flăcări sau se află la nivelul tavanului, se aplică ecuațiile existente in Anexa C/ EN1991-1-2. 

Pentru elementele verticale situate in afara flăcării, pentru care EN1991-1-2 nu oferă o procedură de calcul 

a temperaturii, fluxul de căldură radiativ se calculează reprezentând focul localizat ca un con sau un cilindru 

virtual, care radiază in toate direcțiile. Ozone consideră modelul mai complex, sub formă de con. Fluxul se 

calculează separat pe cele patru fețe ale secțiunii transversale, iar valoarea medie finală tine cont de efectul 

de umbra. 

Programul Ozone permite definirea unui foc localizat intr-un compartiment de incendiu. In acest caz, pentru 

analiza termică, utilizatorul poate opta pentru temperatura in profilul din otel obținută din focul localizat, din 

zona fierbinte de fum de sub tavan, sau din maximul dintre cele două. 

  

Ozone a fost validat prin numeroase rezultate experimentale precum si prin simulări numerice avansate CFD. 
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2. Meniu 

Bara de meniu a programului Ozone are următoarele elemente: “Fișier”, “Unelte”, “Rezultate” si “Ajutor” 

(Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1 Fereastra principală – Meniu 

Pentru a salva analiza curentă intr-un fișier, se selectează comanda “Salvează analiza” din meniul  „Fișier”. 

Pentru a salva analiza curentă sub un alt nume, se selectează comanda „Salvează analiza ca...” din același 

meniu.    

Fișierele de analiza vor fi salvate cu extensia *.ozn si Ozone se va asocia cu aceste fișiere (prin dublu-clic pe 

numele fișierului, acesta va fi deschis in Ozone).  

Pentru a demara o noua analiză, se selectează comanda „Analiza Noua”. 

Comanda „Setare Pagina” va deschide fereastra de dialog in care utilizatorul poate selecta formatul paginii, 

orientarea si marginile pentru imprimarea diagramelor. 

In meniul „Unelte”, se pot adăuga sau modifica materiale si proprietățile termice ale acestora, prin selectarea 

comenzii „Adaugă Material” 

Pentru a adăuga sau modifica materiale de protecție la foc, se selectează comanda „Adaugă Protecție”. 

Ultima comandă in acest meniu este „Limba”, din care se poate selecta limba română. 

Meniul “Rezultate” conține comenzile pentru afișarea datelor de intrare (RHR, Piroliza) sau a rezultatelor 

(RHR calculat, Evoluția Pirolizei, Temperatura Zonei Fierbinți, etc) in diagrame. Comenzile din meniu sunt 

active in funcție de starea analizei. De exemplu, daca s-a calculat temperatura in secțiunea din otel, comanda 

„Temperatura Profilului” este activă. Ultima comandă din acest meniu va crea un raport care conține datele 

de intrare si rezultatele analizei, salvat ca document de tip Word in același dosar cu fișierul *.ozn. Datele 
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diagramelor pot fi exportate in Excel folosind meniul contextual (făcând clic cu butonul drept) si selectând 

comanda „Copiază”  (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2 Export date diagramă 

In funcție de diagramă, utilizatorul poate afișa pana la trei serii de rezultate, selectând numele seriilor din 

meniul contextual (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 Afișare serii rezultate 

Dosarul in care este salvat fișierul analiză va conține si următoarele:  

 Nume.pri – este fișierul de rezultate, care conține distribuția temperaturii in zona fierbinte, rece, etc); 

 Nume.out – este fișierul de rezultate care conține criteriul care a stat la baza trecerii de la modelul 

cu două zone la modelul cu o zonă de temperatură; 

 Nume.nat – este fișierul de rezultate care conține temperatura gazelor fierbinți; 

  Nume.flx - este fișierul de rezultate care conține evoluția fluxului net pentru focul localizat; 

  Nume.stt - este fișierul de rezultate care conține evoluția temperaturii in secțiunea din otel. 

In funcție de analiză, in dosar se vor găsi toate sau doar o parte din aceste fișiere. 
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3. Fereastra principala 

Fereastra principală este structurată ca in Figura 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Fereastra principală 

Grupul “Foc Natural” se referă la acțiunile termice obținute atât cu modelul cu zone de temperatură (incendiu 

de compartiment), cat si cu modelul de foc localizat.  

In cazul focurilor de compartiment, utilizatorul trebuie să definească geometria compartimentului, 

proprietățile termice ale incintei, precum si poziția si dimensiunile deschiderilor in fereastra „Compartiment”, 

așa cum se arată in Capitolul 4. In fereastra „Foc”, detaliată in Capitolul 5, se definește focul, pe baza 

procedurii din Anexa E/ EN1991-1-2. 

In cazul unui foc localizat, se poate ignora fereastra „Compartiment”. Focul se poate defini direct in fereastra 

„Foc” pentru a modela un incendiu localizat in spațiu deschis. Focul localizat poate fi considerat si intr-un 

compartiment, in acest caz fiind necesară si definirea compartimentului. 

Analiza se lansează selectând butonul „Acțiune Termică”. 

Grupul „Analiza Termică” din fereastra principală permite determinarea evoluției temperaturii pe o secțiune 

din otel, din acțiunea termică a focului natural sau a unui foc nominal. Selecția acțiunii termice (curbă 

nominală, foc de compartiment, foc localizat) se face in fereastra „Solicitare Termică”. 

In cazul unei acțiuni termice determinate pe baza modelelor de foc natural, profilul poate fi încălzit 

considerând fie temperatura zonei de fum fierbinte (dintr-un foc de compartiment), fie temperatura 

rezultată din focul localizat. Dacă se definește un foc localizat intr-un compartiment, se poate alege si  

opțiunea „Maximul dintre cele două”. 

In cazul focurilor nominale, nu este necesară completarea datelor de intrare in grupul „Foc Natural”, 

utilizatorul selectând direct curba de foc dorită in fereastra „Solicitare Termica”.  
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Profilul din otel, care poate fi sau nu protejat termic, se definește in fereastra „Profil”. Analiza se lansează 

selectând butonul „Temperatura Profil”.  

Ferestrele „Strategie” si „Parametri” se detaliază in Capitolele 6 si 7.  
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4. Fereastra „Compartiment” 

In cazul modelarii unui incendiu de compartiment, primul pas constă in definirea geometriei 

compartimentului (Fig. 3). Se poate selecta un compartiment dreptunghiular, sau oarecare cu trei sau patru 

laturi. In cazul compartimentului dreptunghiular, acoperișul poate fi plat, într-o apa sau in doua ape.  

Pentru compartimente dreptunghiulare, se definesc Lățimea, Lungimea si Înălțimea in metri. Pentru un 

compartiment oarecare se definește suprafața si numărul de pereți (3 sau 4). 

 

Fig. 5 Fereastra „Compartiment” 

Pentru definirea proprietăților termice ale elementelor compartimentului (Pereți/ Tavan/ Planseu), se 

selectează elementul dorit din lista derulanta „Selectează Elemente” si se apasă butonul „Defineste”, care va 

deschide fereastra pentru completarea proprietăților termice ale elementului respectiv si deschiderile, dacă 

există (Fig. 5). 

Pentru fiecare element al compartimentului, se pot defini până la patru straturi de material. Dacă se 

consideră straturi multiple, acestea se definesc dinspre interior către exterior, începând cu Stratul 1 (interior). 

In cazul selectării materialelor predefinite din lista derulantă, este necesară doar furnizarea grosimii stratului 

respectiv. Se pot defini si alte materiale in tabel, introducând caracteristicile respective (Densitate, 

Conductivitate, Căldură Specifica, Emisivitate Relativă pe Suprafața Caldă si pe Suprafața Rece) (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6 Definirea unui element al compartimentului 

 

Fig. 7 Definirea deschiderilor in pereți 

Se pot defini atât deschideri orizontale in tavan, cât si verticale in pereți. 

Pentru un perete se pot defini pana la trei deschideri. Cota parapetului, cota superioară a deschiderii si 

lățimea acesteia trebuie introduse in tabel, in metri (Fig. 7). Implicit, se propune o deschidere constantă in 

timp, dar se poate selecta si o variație a deschiderii, din lista derulantă „Variație”. Opțiunile (Dependent de 
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Temperatură/ In scară/ Liniar/ Dependent de Timp) sunt explicate in Capitolul 7 „Parametri”. Pentru opțiunea 

„Adiabatic” si detalii privind schimbul de căldură prin deschideri, vezi Anexa B. 

La definirea tavanului, se pot introduce pană la trei grupuri de deschideri orizontale cu același diametru (Fig. 

8). Pentru fiecare grup, se furnizează diametrul si numărul de deschideri. Implicit, se propune o deschidere 

constantă in timp, dar se poate selecta si o variație a deschiderii, din lista derulantă „Variație”. Opțiunile 

(Dependent de Temperatură/ In scară/ Liniar/ Dependent de Timp) sunt explicate in Capitolul 7 „Parametri”. 

 

Fig. 8 Definirea deschiderilor orizontale 

Se poate defini si ventilație mecanică, in fereastra „Compartiment” (Fig. 5). Se introduce Diametrul si Cota la 

care se amplasează fiecare dispozitiv, precum si Volumul de aer Extras/ Introdus. Pentru detalii, vezi Anexa 

B. 
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5. Fereastra „Foc”  

In fereastra „Foc” se pot defini atât incendii de compartiment (utilizând Anexa E/ EN1991-1-2) cat si 

localizate (Fig. 9). 

 

Fig. 9 Fereastra „Foc” 

5.1 Foc de compartiment – Anexa E (EN1991-1-2)  

Implicit, se propun valorile din Anexa E din EN1991-1-2, dar utilizatorul poate selecta o Anexă Națională din 

lista derulanta „Anexă Națională” sau poate introduce propriile valori. Anexa C din prezentul document 

listează parametrii din anexele naționale.   

In aceasta fereastră, in conformitate cu Anexa E, densitatea sarcinii termice de calcul este dată de: 

kfniqqdf qmq ,21,     

In primul rând, se introduc parametrii care definesc Destinația (Viteza de Dezvoltare a Incendiului/ Debit 

Maxim de Căldură Degajata RHRf/ Densitatea Sarcinii Termice Caracteristice/ Riscul de Inițiere a Incendiului). 

Ozone conține valori tabelare pentru acești parametri (in conformitate cu Anexa E), care pot fi selectate din 

lista derulantă „Destinație”. Pentru valori diferite, se poate selecta „Definit de Utilizator”.  

Densitatea Sarcinii Termice Caracteristice qfk reprezintă cuantila de 80% din sarcina termică obținută statistic 

prin măsurători, si diferă in funcție de destinație. 

 

Faza de creștere a temperaturii depinde de viteza de dezvoltare a incendiului si reprezintă timpul in care 

RHR atinge 1MW.  
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Debitul maxim de căldură degajata pe unitate de suprafață (RHRf) este dat in Anexa E pentru diferite 

destinații.  

Riscul de inițiere a incendiului se consideră prin factorii 1q  si 2q  din Anexa E, in funcție de destinație si 

suprafață. Factorul 1q  (influenta suprafeței) se calculează automat, funcție de suprafața compartimentului, 

cu expresia (1), care aproximează valorile din Tabelul 1 din Anexa E/EN1991-1-2: 

   5752.0ln1688.01  fq A  (1) 

Influenta măsurilor active se consideră prin factorii in, . Utilizatorul va bifa sau debifa opțiunile dorite din 

cadrul grupului „Masuri Active”.  

 

Aria maximă a incendiului Afi,max este aria maximă pe care combustibilul este prezent. In majoritatea 

cazurilor, se poate considera ca fiind suprafața compartimentului.  

Cota Incendiului se consideră implicit ca fiind 0 (la nivelul pardoselii). Se poate introduce o altă valoare (Fig. 

10), care va influenta criteriul pentru obținerea flashover (vezi Anexa F). 

Înălțimea Combustibilului se considera implicit ca fiind 0 (la nivelul pardoselii). Se poate introduce o altă 

valoare (Fig. 10), care va influenta criteriul pentru obținerea flashover (vezi Anexa F). 

 

 

Fig. 10 Cota incendiului si înălțime combustibil 

Coeficientul de ardere se considera cu valoarea propusa de Anexa E/EN1991-1-2, adică m=0.8. 
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Utilizatorul poate sa aleagă intre trei Modele de Combustie: „No combustion model”, „External flaming” sau 

„Extended fire duration” (implicit). Detalii despre aceste modele sunt prezentate in Anexa C.  

Coeficientul Stoichiometric se considera cu valoarea 1,27. In cazul destinației „Definită de Utilizator”, se 

poate introduce o altă valoare. 

5.2 Foc de compartiment – Foc Definit de Utilizator 

Așa cum se arată in Figura 11, utilizatorul poate defini un foc prin puncte, introducând Timpul (in secunde), 

RHR (MW), Piroliza mf (in kg/s) si Aria Incendiului (in m2).  

 

Fig. 11 Fereastra „Foc definit de Utilizator” 

In grupul „Date Foc”, se introduc Suprafața Maximă a Incendiului, Cota Incendiului si Înălțimea 

Combustibilului (cu explicațiile din Fig. 9). 

In grupul „Coloane definite”, utilizatorul poate selecta doar coloana RHR, doar cea pentru piroliză, sau 

ambele. 

Relația intre parametri se definește: 

 𝑅𝐻𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑚 ∙ 𝐻𝑐,𝑛𝑒𝑡 ∙ �̇�𝑓𝑖(𝑡) (2) 

unde:  

m – coeficientul de ardere 

𝐻𝑐,𝑛𝑒𝑡 – puterea calorifică 
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Daca aria incendiului este cunoscuta la fiecare pas de timp, utilizatorul poate bifa căsuța „Arie Incendiu” si 

introduce valorile in coloana „Aria Incendiului”. 

Daca aria incendiului nu este cunoscută, Ozone va calcula la fiecare pas de timp 𝐴𝑓𝑖(𝑡) cu expresia: 

 𝐴𝑓𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑓𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙
𝑅𝐻𝑅(𝑡)

𝑅𝐻𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (3) 

unde Afi,max este aria maximă a incendiului din grupul „Date Foc”. 

Utilizatorul poate exporta sau importa datele din tabel. Pentru a importa datele, se poate crea un fișier text 

care conține două, trei sau patru coloane, in ordinea din tabel. Spatiile dintre coloane trebuie definite cu 

tasta „Space”.    

5.3 Foc localizat 

Se pot defini până la cinci focuri localizate (Fig. 12). In tabelul din partea stânga-sus a ferestrei se introduc 

Diametrul echivalent (in m) al focului localizat si poziția in plan prin coordonate X si Y (in m). 

 

Fig. 12 Fereastra „Foc Localizat” 

Grupul „Date Geometrice” definește Înălțimea Tavanului (in m) si punctul in care se dorește calculul 

temperaturii, definit prin poziția profilului pe axa X si a cotei Z pe înălțimea profilului (in m). Prin definiție, 

coordonata Y pentru poziția profilului este 0. 

In cazul in care s-a definit un compartiment, Înălțimea Tavanului este considerată automat ca fiind înălțimea 

compartimentului.  

Tabelul din partea dreapta a ferestrei conține evoluția RHR (in MW) pentru fiecare foc in parte.  
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Detalii privind procedura de calcul a temperaturii din incendii localizate sunt date in Anexa D.  
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6. Fereastra „Strategie” 

Fereastra “Strategie” arătată in Figura 13 se referă doar la incendiile de compartiment. 

 

Fig. 13 Fereastra „Strategie” 

Modelele cu una sau două zone de temperatură sunt complementare si corespund diferitelor faze ale 

aceluiași incendiu. 

Sarcina termică poate fi considerată distribuită uniform dacă materialul combustibil este prezent in realitate 

pe majoritatea suprafeței compartimentului. Pe de altă parte, combustibilul poate fi concentrat doar pe o 

suprafață restrânsă. 

In general, un incendiu începe si rămâne pe o arie restrânsă pentru o anumita perioadă. Modelul cu două 

zone de temperatură este valid in faza pre-flashover, sau când focul rămâne confinat, in timp ce modelul cu 

o zonă este valid in cazul incendiului generalizat. De asemenea, in cazul in care înălțimea zonei de 

temperatură redusă este foarte mică, sau suprafața pe care s-a răspândit incendiul este mare raportată la 

suprafața compartimentului, modelul cu două zone nu mai este realist si se poate considera modelul cu o 

singură zonă de temperatura.  

Ozone implementează o strategie de combinare in mod automat a celor două modele. Pe baza acestei 

strategii, analiza debutează in modelul cu două zone de temperatura si trece automat in modelul cu o zonă, 

dacă unul dintre criteriile pentru tranziție este atins (a se vedea Anexa F). 

In grupul „Selectează Strategia”, utilizatorul poate impune utilizarea modelului cu o zonă sau cu două zone, 

sau o combinație dintre cele două (implicit). 

In grupul „Criteriu de Tranziție (2 zone spre o zonă)”, utilizatorul poate schimba valorile celor patru parametri 

care controlează tranziția dinspre două zone de temperatură către o zona. In lipsa datelor relevante, se 

recomandă păstrarea acestor valori.  
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7. Fereastra „Parametri” 

Majoritatea parametrilor utilizați in analiză sunt accesibili in fereastra „Parametri” (Fig. 14). 

 

Fig. 14 Fereastra „Parametri” 

7.1 Parametri generali 

In partea stângă a ferestrei, se găsesc următorii parametri cu valorile recomandate: 

 Radiație prin ferestre închise: valoarea implicită din literatura este 0.8  

 Coeficientul lui Bernoulli: valoarea implicită din literatura este 0.7 

 Caracteristicile fizice ale compartimentului: temperatura inițială 20oC si presiunea 

atmosferica100000 Pa 

 Parametri pentru materialul elementelor de închidere a compartimentului: coeficienții de convecție 

pentru suprafețele reci/ calde conform EN1991-1-2; acești parametri se referă doar la modelele de 

foc natural 

 Parametri de calcul: timpul de analiză implicit este de două ore cu un pas de timp de 10 secunde 

 Factor parțial de siguranță: cu valoarea recomandată de EN1991-1-2 

 

 

7.2 Model pentru antrenarea aerului 

Atunci când o masă de gaze fierbinți este înconjurată de gaze mai reci, gazele fierbinți se vor ridica datorită 

diferenței de densitate. Acest fenomen are loc deasupra unei surse de foc. Aerul rece este antrenat de gazele 
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fierbinți care se ridică, provocând formarea unui strat fierbinte sub tavan. Pentru modelarea acestui strat, 

au fost propuse diferite modele analitice. Patru dintre acestea sunt implementate in Ozone.  

Heskestad  

Modelul Heskestad este modelul cu cele mai puține ipoteze, care a demonstrat cea mai bună corelare cu 

modelele CFD si este considerat implicit in analiză. 

Originea virtuală a flăcării este la cota z0 : 

 DQz  02.1083.0 52

0
   (4) 

Lungimea flăcării Lfl:  

 DQL fl  02.1235.0 52   (5) 

Masa de aer deasupra flăcării (z > Lfl,) este:  

   ccp QzzQm   92.1071.0
35

0

31
  (6) 

Masa de aer sub flacără (z < Lfl,) este:  

 
fl

cp
L

z
Qm  0056.1  (7) 

Zukoski  

 
3531

2

21.0 zQ
Tc

g
m

p

p 
















  (8) 

Mac Caffrey   

 

566.0

4.0
011.0 










Q

z
Qmp   for 08.00

4.0


Q

z
 (9) 

 

 

909.0

4.0
026.0 










Q

z
Qmp   for 20.008.0

4.0


Q

z
 (10) 

 

895.1

4.0
124.0 










Q

z
Qmp  for 

4.0
20.0

Q

z
  (11) 

Thomas  

 2359.0 Dzmp    (12) 
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7.3 Variația deschiderilor 

In timpul unui incendiu, numărul deschiderilor si dimensiunile acestora pot sa varieze, ca rezultat al spargerii 

geamurilor, deschiderii automate in caz de incendiu, sau intervenției pompierilor. In Ozone, mărimea 

deschiderii poate fi definită ca o funcție de timp sau de temperatură. 

Criteriul „Funcție de temperatură” reprezintă situația in care geamul crapă sau se sparge in contact cu zona 

fierbinte. Criteriul „Funcție de timp” poate reprezenta acțiunea pompierilor.  

Exista patru modele de variație: intr-un singur pas funcție de temperatură, in trepte funcție de temperatură, 

liniar funcție de temperatură sau intr-un singur pas funcție de timp (Fig. 15). 

 
 

a) un singur pas funcție de temperatură b) in trepte funcție de temperatură 

  
c) liniar funcție de temperatură d) un singur pas funcție de timp 

Fig. 15 Variație deschideri 

 

EN1991-1-2 nu oferă nici o informație privind variația deschiderilor, deși influenta acestora poate fi 

semnificativa. ITM SST – 1551.1 este singurul document care furnizează informații specifice si recomandă 

scenariile prezentate mai sus. 
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8. Butonul „Acțiune Termică” 

In urma definirii compartimentului si focului, analiza se realizează apăsând butonul „Acțiune Termica”, iar 

rezultatele pot fi vizualizate in meniul „Rezultate” (Fig. 16). Un raport detaliat privind analiza poate fi obținut 

lansând comanda „Raport” din meniul „Rezultate”. Prin aceasta, se creează un document Word in același 

dosar cu fișierul *.ozn. 

 

Fig. 16 Fereastra principala după activarea comenzii „Acțiune Termica” 

Toate diagramele conținute in raport pot fi vizualizate independent din meniul „Rezultate”. Din aceste 

ferestre, datele pot fi exportate către alte programe, selectând comanda „Copiază” din meniul contextual 

activat prin butonul dreapta mouse (Fig. 2). 
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9. Fereastra „Solicitare Termică” 

In aceasta fereastră (Fig. 17), utilizatorul poate selecta solicitarea termică utilizată in determinarea 

temperaturii in profilul din otel. Se pot considera atât curbele de foc natural, cât si curbele de foc nominale. 

 

Fig. 17 Fereastra „Solicitare Termica” 

In cazul curbelor de foc natural, se pot considera diverse scenarii. 

In cazul incendiilor de compartiment, este necesara definirea atât a compartimentului cat si a caracteristicilor 

focului. Daca in fereastra „Foc” au fost selectate opțiunile „Anexa E” sau „Foc definit de utilizator”, doar 

„Temperatura Zonei Fierbinti” este activă. 

Pentru incendii localizate fără definirea compartimentului, se presupune ca focul localizat se dezvoltă intr-un 

spațiu deschis, si doar opțiunea „Temperatură Foc Localizat” este activă. 

Daca se definește un compartiment împreună cu un foc localizat, Ozone calculează temperatura din 

compartiment considerând automat că „Aria Maximă a Incendiului” din fereastra „Foc” este suma focurilor 

localizate definite in fereastra „Foc localizat”. In acest caz, utilizatorul poate selecta una dintre cele trei 

opțiuni active din fereastra „Solicitare Termica”.  

Opțiunea „Maximul dintre cele două” determină temperatura maximă, după următorul algoritm (Fig. 18): 

- dacă punctul in care se calculează temperatura (cota pe axa Z) este in stratul superior fierbinte, 

atunci se consideră temperatura maximă dintre zona fierbinte si focul localizat; 

- dacă punctul este situat sub stratul fierbinte, se aplică temperatura rezultată din focul localizat. 
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Fig. 18 Alegerea temperaturii maxime 
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10. Fereastra „Profil” 

In această fereastră se selectează profilul din otel si expunerea acestuia la foc. Profilul poate fi protejat termic 

sau neprotejat. In cazul focului localizat, doar opțiunea de profil neprotejat este activă.  

Se pot defini protecții in carcasă sau pe contur, cu material de protecție având proprietățile constante sau 

variabile funcție de temperatură (introduse de utilizator). Pentru materialele predefinite, sunt oferite doar 

valori independente de temperatură. 

 

Fig. 19 Fereastra „Profil” 
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11. Butonul „Temperatură Profil” 

Temperatura profilului se calculează folosind procedura descrisă in EN1993-1-2.  
 
Evoluția temperaturii in timp se obține apăsând butonul „Temperatura Profil”. La fel ca in cazul analizei 
termice, rezultatele pot fi vizualizate din meniul „Rezultate” (Fig. 20). Dacă temperatura profilului a fost 
determinată, raportul detaliat va conține profilul cu datele sale precum si evoluția temperaturii in profil.  
 

 

Fig. 20 Diagrama evoluției temperaturii profilului 
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ANNEX A - ZONE MODEL FORMULATION 

The Annex presents the fundamentals of the two and one zone models. Figures A1-2 show schematic views of 

the two models. 

 

 

Fig. A1 Schematic view of two zone model and associated submodels 
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Fig. A2 Schematic view of one zone model and associated submodels 

A.1 Two-zone model 

Two-zone models are normally based on eleven physical variables. These variables are linked by 

seven constraints and four differential equations describing the mass and the energy balances in each 

zone.  

The time integration of these differential equations allows to calculate the evolution of the variables 

describing the gas in each zones. The mass balance equation expresses the fact that, at any moment, 

the variation of the mass of the gas of a zone is equal to the mass of combustion gases created by the 

fire, plus the mass coming into the compartment through the vents minus the mass going out of the 

compartment through the vents. The energy balance equation expresses the fact that, at any moment, 

there is a balance between, on one hand, the energy which is produced in the compartment by the 

combustion and, on the other hand, the way in which this energy is consumed: by the heating of the 

gases in the compartment, by the mass loss of hot air through the openings (including a negative term 

accounting for the energy of incoming air), by the radiation loss through the openings and, finally, by 

the heating of the partitions. It has to be mentioned that the term "partition" is used here to represent 

all the solid surfaces of the enclosure of the compartment, namely the vertical walls, the floor and the 

ceiling. 

The eleven variables which are considered to describe the gas in the compartment are: mU and mL, the 

mass of the gas of respectively the upper and lower layer; TU and TL, the temperatures of the gas; VU 

and VL, the volumes; EU and EL, the internal energies; U and L, the gas densities of respectively the 

upper (U) and lower (L) layer and finally p, the absolute pressure in the compartment considered as 

a whole. 

The seven constraints are: 
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with: cV(T), the specific heat of the gas in the compartment; 

R, the universal gas constant 

i, equal U for upper layer & L for lower layer 

The specific heat of the gas at constant volume and at constant pressure, the universal gas constant R 

and the ratio of specific heat are related by: 
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The variation of the specific heat of the gas with the temperature is taken into account by the following 

relation: 

     kgKJTTcp 952187.0   (A.3) 

This law is obtained by a linear regression on the point by point law given in the NFPE Handbook of 

Fire Protection Engineering. 

The mass balance equations have the general form of equations (A.4) and (A.5) in which a doted 

variable x& means the derivative of x with respect to time. Equations (A.4) et (A.5) states that the 

variation of gaseous mass in each zones is made of the mass exchanges of one zone with the fire, with 

the other zone, and with the external world through the different vent types (see Annex B). 

 fieUFVoutUFVinUHVoutUHVinUVVoutU mmmmmmmm    (A.4) 

 eLFVoutLFVinLHVoutLHVinLVVoutLVVinUVVinL mmmmmmmmm    (A.5) 

The energy balance equations have the general form of equations (A6) and (A7) stating that the 

variation of energy in each zones is made of the energy exchanges of one zone with the fire, with the 

other zone, with the surrounding partitions and with the external world trough vents. 
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   RHRTmTcqqqqqqqq LentLpUFVoutUFVinUHVoutUHVinUVVoutUwallUradU 7.0   (A.6) 

 entLFVoutLFVinLHVoutLHVinLVVoutLVVinUVVinLwallLradL qqqqqqqqqqq    (A.7) 

In these balances, mass or energy rate corresponding to a decrease of mass or energy in the 

compartment are negatives. 

Four basic variables have to be chosen to describe the system. Provided that the zones temperatures 

TU and TL, the altitude of separation of zones ZS and the difference of pressure from the initial time 

p are chosen, equations (A.4) to (A.7) can be transformed in the system of ordinary differential 

equations (ODE) formed by equations (A.8) to (A.11). [FORNEY 1994]: 
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A.2 One-zone model 

In case of a one zone model, the number of variables which is reduce to six, describing the gas in the 

compartment as a whole. i.e. mg, the mass of the gas; Tg, the temperature of the gas; V, the volume of 

the compartment (constant); Eg, the internal energy; p, the pressure in the compartment; g, the gas 

density. 

The number of constraints is reduce to 4: 

 
V

mg

g   

  
gggVg TmTcE   

 gg RTp   (A.12) 

 constV   

The mass balance is expressed now by equation (A.13): 

 fiouting mmmm    (A.13) 

And the energy balance is expressed by equation (A.14): 
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     RHRTmTcTmTcqqq outinoutpgoutgpwallradU    (A.14) 

In these balances, mass or energy rate corresponding to a decrease of mass or energy in the 

compartment are negatives. 

Four basic variables have to be chosen to describe the system. Provided that the zone temperature T 

and the difference of pressure from the initial time p are chosen, equations (A.13) and (A.14) can 

be transformed in the system of ordinary differential equations formed by equations (A.15) and 

(A.16). 
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A.3 Time integration 

As mentioned, the systems of equations (A.8) to (A.11) (2ZM) and of equations (A.15) and (A.16) 

(1ZM) are to be solved to know the gas characteristics of zones at each time. These systems of ODE 

are stiff. A physical, although not rigorous from a mathematical point of view, interpretation of 

stiffness is that the time constant relative to the pressure variation is much shorter than the time 

constant of the temperature variation. It is therefore usual to rely on a specialised library solver 

specifically written for this kind of problem. In the code OZone, the solver DEBDF is used. 

A.4 Partition model 

Usually the partition models of zone model are based on finite difference. This method does not allow 

to solve the equation implicitly and therefor to fully couple the zone and the partition models. This 

problem can be solved model by using the finite element method and by modifying the usual finite 

element formulation. To fully respect the energy balance in case of one zone model, partitions have 

to be modelled by one dimensional finite elements and in case of two zone model have to be modelled 

by two dimensional finite elements because vertical fluxes exist in vertical partitions. 

Even if OZone includes a two zone and a one zone, a one dimension partition model has been 

included. Some preliminary work on two zone model with a two dimensional partition model has 

been made and has shown that the partition model based on one dimension finite elements is a good 

approximation of the one based on two dimension. In most cases, the two dimensional phenomenon 

are negligible. The increases of the computing time and of the difficulties to define the compartment 

are quite big and are useless in most cases. 

Partitions can be divided in three types: the upper horizontal partition, the ceiling; the lower horizontal 

partition, the floor; and finally the vertical partitions, the walls. The basic finite element formulation 

is the same for the three types of partitions but the boundary conditions are different. 

A.4.1 Partition model formulation 

A partition is discretised by a single dimension finite element model as depicted in Figure A3. With 

this discretisation, the temperature is computed at the interface between the different layers, or 

elements, and the hypothesis is made of a linear temperature variation on the thickness of each layer. 
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Fig. A3 one dimensional finite elements discretisation of partitions 

With this discretisation and this hypothesis on the field of temperature, the equilibrium of each finite 

element i is described by the following equation: 

        ielielielieliel gTCTK ,,,,,   (A.17) 

with: 
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Equations A.18 and A.19 are in fact simplified expressions because the material properties have been 

considered as constant in each element, allowing to take them as constant multipliers out of the matrix. 

The temperature dependency in the element could also be taken into account, owing to the well-

known numerical integration techniques of Gauss. Equation (A.20) is furthermore the diagonal 

version of the complete matrix, having a value of 1/3 for the diagonal terms and 1/6 for the off 

diagonal terms. The advantage of the diagonal form is first that it smooth the spatial oscillations which 

could arise in the solution if too thick elements are used in the discretisation. Another advantage is 

related to the computing strategy. 

The assembly of the N equations of type (A.17) which can be written for each of the N finite element 

making the partition produces the system of equations (A.22) in which the size of the vectors is N+1 

and (N+1) x (N+1) for the matrices. 
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The energy transmitted at the partition interface results from heat transfer by convection and radiation 

between zones and the partition and between the fire and the partition. The energy transmitted at the 

interface between the outside world and the partition is due to heat transfer by convection and 

radiation.  

We note Tw1 the inside partition surface temperature and Tw,n+1 the outside partition surface 

temperature. Tz is the gas temperature of the zone in contact with the partition inside surface, i.e. Tz = 

TU or TL in case of 2ZM or Tz = Tg in case of 1ZM. 

From the system of equations (A.22), it is very easy to obtain the system of equations (A.24), 

efficiently computed due to the diagonal nature of C. 

        ww TKgCT 
1

 (A.24) 

This system of equations is a set of N differential equations for the N temperatures of the partition. 

The temperature of the compartment is only present in the first term of the load vector. It has a similar 

form as the system of equations (A.8) to (A.11) (2ZM) and of equations (A.15) and (A.16) (1ZM) 

established for the variables of the gas zones and could be written in the following way. 

  2,1,11, ,, www TTTgT  ,  3,2,1,22, ,, wwww TTTgT  ,  outNwNwNNw TTTgT ,, 1,,1,    (A.25) 

A.4.2 Connection of the zone and the partition models 

Two zone model 

In 2ZM, the ceiling is always connected to the upper layer and the floor to the fire and to the lower 

layer. Vertical partitions are divided in two part, an upper one, connected to the upper layer and a 

lower one connected to the fire and to the lower layer (Figure A4). The area of each part are calculated 

by multiplying the length of the wall by its height which is varying with time and is function of the 

altitude of separation of the zones, ZS. The area of openings included in each partition are of course 

subtracted. The finite element discretisations of the two parts are identical, only the boundary 

conditions are different. 
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Fig. A4 Two zone model 

The system of equations (A.24) has to be built once for the ceiling and once for the floor. If the 

enclosure has M different types of walls, it has to be build 2M times. If Neq,c and Neq,f the number of 

node of the ceiling and of the floor, and Neq,i the number of node of the wall n°i, the total set of 

partition equations contains Neq,w differential equations, given by equation (A.26). 

 



M

i

ieqceqfeqweq NNNN
1

,,,, 2  (A.26) 

Equations (A.8) to (A.11) and equations (A.24) form a set of Neq,w+4 differential equations which 

can be passed on to the numerical solver. This one will integrate the equations taking into account the 

coupling between the compartment and the partition and solving the Neq,w+4 variables which are the 

pressure variation, the temperature in the upper zone, the temperature in the upper zone and the 

altitude of the zone interface, plus the temperatures at each node of the partitions. 

Using one dimension partition model in two zone model lead to artificially create or suppress some 

energy in the wall. Considering an increasing upper layer thickness (Figure A5), if the height 

separation between the zones is ZS at time t and ZS+ZS at time t+t, a wall of height ZS is 

transformed from lower wall to upper wall. As the temperature of lower wall are generally lower than 

the ones of upper wall, some energy is created. On the contrary if the upper layer thickness is 

decreasing, some energy are lost. The only way to be rigorous when modelling walls in 2ZM, is to 

make a single two dimensional partition model which would take into account vertical fluxes. The 

variation of ZS has to be taken into account in the boundary condition of the two dimensional elements. 
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Fig. A5 Upper, lower wall in the two zone model 

Boundary conditions 

For all type of partitions, the energy transmitted at the interface between the outside world and the 

partition is due to heat transfer by convection and radiation and is given by equation (A.27). 

    4

1

4

1   wNoutwNoutpout TTTThq   (A.27) 

The upper layer is composed of a mixture of combustion products and fresh air entrained by the plume 

from the lower layer. It is considered to be opaque and radiation between partitions connected to it 

are neglected. The energy transmitted between the inside surfaces of upper partition and the upper 

layer results from heat transfer by convection and radiation. 

    4

1

4

1, wUwUUwall TTTThq    (A.28) 

The lower layer is composed essentially of fresh air with only few combustion products, so its relative 

emissivity is considered to be nil. The energy transmitted between the inside surfaces of lower 

partitions and the lower layer results only from heat transfer by convection. The radiation from the 

fire is represented by the qfi,w term. 

   wfiwLLwall qTThq ,1,   (A.29) 

qfi,w [W/m²] is obtained by dividing 30% of the rate of heat release by the total area of the lower 

partition, including the opening area. 

One zone model 

When considering a one zone model during a whole simulation, a vertical partition is divided two 

parts connected to the single zone (Figure A6). The finite element mesh of the two parts and the 

boundary conditions are identical. Therefore, the temperatures distribution in the partitions and the 

flux densities on the bounders are the same in the two parts. Indeed in a one zone model a vertical 

wall would normally not be divided into two. The results obtained with two partition models for a 

single wall are identical then those which would be obtained with only one partition model for the 

same single wall. The consequence of this procedure is only to increase the number of equation to be 

solved and therefor the computing time. Anyway, this have been done in order to enable the 

combination of 2ZM and 1ZM. 
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Fig. A6 One zone model 

In one zone model, the system of equations (A.24) has to be build one time for the ceiling and one 

time for the floor. If the enclosure has M different types of walls, it has to be build 2M times If Neq,c 

and Neq,f the number of node of the ceiling and of the floor, and Neq,i the number of node of the wall 

n°i, the total set of partition equations contains Neq,w differential equations, also given by equation 

(A.26). 

Equations (A.15), (A.16) and equations (A.24) build Neq,w times form a set of Neq,w+2 differential 

equations which can be passed on to the numerical solver. This one will integrate the equations taking 

into account the coupling between the compartment and the partitions and will solve the Neq,w+2 

variables which are the pressure variation and the temperature in the compartment, plus the 

temperatures at every node of the partitions. 

For 1ZM, if one considers that the usual procedure sets the limits of the compartment on the inside 

surface of the wall and adds a wall sub-model on top of it, the proposed procedure amounts in fact to 

set the limit of the compartment on the outside surface of the wall. Because all the equations are 

solved simultaneously with an implicit procedure, the energy balance between the gas and the wall is 

totally respected. 

Boundary conditions 

For the three types of partitions, the energy transmitted at the interface between the outside world and 

the partition is due to heat transfer by convection and radiation and is given by equation (A.30). 

    4
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1   wNoutwNoutpout TTTThq   (A.30) 

The energy transmitted at the inside partition interfaces results from heat transfer by convection and 

radiation between the zone and the partitions. 

    4
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1 wgwgwall TTTThq    (A.31) 

A.5 Switch from two zones to one zone model 

If some criteria are encountered during a two zone simulation, the code will automatically switch to 

a one zone simulation, which suits better to the situation inside the compartment at this moment. The 

simulation will continue to the end of the fire considering a one zone model. The criteria of switch 
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will be explained in Annex F. The aim of this paragraph is to set how OZone deals with the basic 

variables of the zone models, how it sets the one zone initial conditions and how it deals with 

partitions models. 

Zone models formulation 

The time at which the switch from the 2ZM to the 1ZM happens is ts. The values of the eleven basic 

variables describing the gas in the two zones are known until ts thanks to the time integration of 

equations (A.8) to (A.11) and considering the constraints (A.1). To continue the simulation with a 

one zone model, it is possible to begin to solve the equations (A.15) and (A.16) associated to initial 

conditions representing the situation at that time. The point is to set the 1ZM initial values (at time 

ts). 

In one zone model there are six variables describing the gas in the compartment as a whole, linked 

by four constraints. Two new constraints are needed to fix the new initial conditions. 

One obtain these two additional condition by setting that during the transition from 2 zones to 1 zone, 

the total mass of gas and the total energy in the compartment are conserved. 

      sLsUsg tmtmtm   (A.32) 

      sLsUsg tEtEtE   (A.33) 

The initial (at time ts) one zone temperature Tg(ts) and one zone pressure p(ts) can be deduce from 

equations (A.32), (A.33) and (A.12). 

Afterward, the one zone model runs with its associated sub-models for calculating exchanges of 

energy and mass through the vents. The partition models formulation and their initial values are 

explained in Annex F. 

Wall model formulation 

The partition temperatures at time ts are obtained by integrating the set of equations (A.24) coupled 

to the 2 zone basic equations (A.8) to (A.11). At this time, the height of the lower and upper walls 

(vertical partitions) are respectively ZS(ts) and H-ZS(ts). From the time of transition ts to the end of the 

calculation the one zone model is linked to the lower and upper walls which keep the dimension they 

had at time ts, i.e. Zs(ts) and H-ZS(ts). During the transition no modification of partition temperatures 

of wall dimension is made, only the boundary conditions are modified. This way to proceed enables 

to fully respect the conservation of energy during the transition from the two zones to the one zone 

model. 

If a one zone model simulation is set from the beginning of the calculation, the dimension of the lower 

and upper walls are the initial dimensions, deduced from the initial altitude of separation of zones, 

until the end of the calculations. 

It means that during a one zone simulation (one zone as well as combination strategy) a wall is 

represented by two identical partitions which see the same boundary conditions at each time. 
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Figure A7 Switch from two zone model to one zone model 

With a two zone model, lower walls are heated directly by radiation from the fire, and they give back 

energy to the lower layer by convection. If the switch encountered, they exchange energy by radiation 

and convection with the single zone. 
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ANNEX B - EXCHANGE THROUGH VENTS 

Three types of vent models have been introduced in OZone: vertical vents, horizontal vents and forced vents. 

B.1 Vertical vents (in walls) 

B.1.1 Convective exchanges 

The mass flow through vents is calculated by integrating the Bernoulli’s law on each openings. 
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with: subscript A: variable at origin of the flux; 

 subscript B: variable at destination of the flux; 

 Z' and Z": bounds of integration on altitude Z; 

 b: width of vertical vent; 

 α:  U if the integration is made in the upper layer, L if the integration is made in the lower layer and 

g in case of one zone model; 

 β: in if gas goes into the compartment, out if gas goes out of the compartment  

If the altitude where the pressure inside the compartment is equal to the pressure outside of the compartment 

is in a vertical vent, the vertical vents is divided in two parts, one where the mass flow goes inside the 

compartment and another one where the mass flow goes outside. This altitude is called the neutral plane 

altitude. Moreover in a two zone model, if the altitude of separation between the zones is in the opening, 

another subdivision in two encountered. In 1ZM (One Zone Model), three possibilities exist following the 

neutral level position. In 2ZM (Two Zones Model), 10 possibilities exist following the neutral level and the 

zone separation altitude positions. For each vertical vent, equation A1 is the solved 1 or 3 times with the 

appropriate bounds of integration on the altitude (Z' and Z" can be the sill of the vent, the soffit of the vent, 

the neutral plane altitude or the separation between the zone altitude). Figure B1 shows in case of 2ZM and 

1ZM one possible situation of relative position of Zsill, ZP, ZS and Zsoffit.   
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Fig. B1 Exchanges through vertical vents in (a) 2ZM and (b) 1ZM 

B.1.2 Radiative exchanges  

The radiation through the windows is taken into account by the Stefan-Boltzmann law. One consider that the 

radiation exists only bellow the altitude where the pressure inside the compartment is equal to the pressure 

outside the compartment. Above this level the gases goes out of the compartment and the temperature outside 

(in the plume) is assumed to be equal to the temperature in the compartment and thus it is considered that the 

net radiation flux is equal to zero (Figure B2). 

If the windows is closed no mass exchange exists through it. The glazing can be assumed adiabatic and no 

radiation through it is considered. If radiation is considered through the glazing, it is evaluated by the Stephan-

Boltzmann law: 

  44*

, outZglradgl TTq    (B.2) 

in which 
*

gl  is a parameter which include the relative emissivities of the gazes and include also the part of 

energy which is reflected on the interfaces between gas and glass and absorbed by the glazing material; this 

parameter is highly dependent on the nature of the glazing material.  
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Fig. B2 Radiative exchanges through closed vertical vents in (a) 2ZM and (b) 1ZM 

B.2 Horizontal vents (in the ceiling)  

Gas flow through a horizontal ceiling vent is not always driven by the single pressure difference, buoyancy 

can also have a significant effect. These forces may lead to bidirectional exchange flow through the vent. 

Therefore it is not appropriate to unconditionally use Bernoulli's equation to model flow through horizontal 

vent.   

Cooper has established a model for calculating flows through circular, shallow (i.e. small depth to diameter 

ratio) horizontal vents. This model calculated the flow considering the pressure driven forces and when 

appropriated the combined pressure and buoyancy effects. The Cooper model is described in [COOPER 96], 

[COOPER 97]. 

B.3 Forced vents (smoke extractors)  

Forced vent model is built to represent the effect of mechanical ventilation. The forced vents are defined by 

the volume rate flow that they induced, VFV , their height ZFV and their diameter DFV  

When the zone interface is above the forced vent elevation + 1.5 DFV, the exhausted gas is lower-layer air 

only. When the zone interface is below the forced vent elevation - 1.5 DFV, the exhausted gas is upper-layer 

air only. When the zone interface is between ZS + 1.5 DFV and ZS - 1.5 DFV, the mass of extracted air from 

each layer is proportional to the distance between ZS and ZFV and 3DFV (Figure B3), 

If the forced vent is in the ceiling (Figure B4) an interpolation is made. When the zone interface is above the 

forced vent elevation - DFV, the exhausted gas is lower-layer air only. When the zone interface is below the 

forced vent elevation - 2 DFV, the exhausted gas is upper-layer air only. When the zone interface is between 

ZS-DFV and ZS-2DFV, the mass of extracted air from each layer is proportional to the distance between ZS and 

ZFV-DFV and 2DFV.   
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Fig.B3 Forced vent in the wall     Fig. B4 Forced vent in the ceiling 
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ANNEX C - COMBUSTION MODELS 

C.1 No combustion model  

The pyrolysis rate and the rate of heat release set in the data are considered in the mass and energy balances. 

No control by the ventilation will be used. At each time, the following equations will be satisfied:  

    tmtm dataff ,
   (C.1) 

    tRHRtRHR data  

This case corresponds to the simulation of tests where the mass loss and the rate of heat release have been 

measured. It suits also to situations where the pyrolysis rate is known and where the fire is assumed to be fuel 

controlled.  

 

Fig. C1 Rate of Heat Release Curve   Fig. C2 Pyrolysis rate Curve 

C.2 External flaming Combustion model  

In this model the external combustion is assumed and all the fire load is transformed into gases in the 

compartment, but only a part of it delivers energy in the compartment. The rate of heat released by the fire 

may be limited by the quantity of oxygen available in the compartment, while the pyrolysis rate remains 

unchanged.   

When the mass of oxygen in the compartment is higher than 0kg, the fire is fuel controlled and all the mass 

loss of fuel delivers energy into the compartment:  

    tmtm dataff ,
   (C.2) 

       effffdata HtmtRHRtRHR ,
  

If all the oxygen in the compartment is consumed, the fire is ventilation controlled and the combustion is not 

complete. The energy released is governed by the mass of oxygen coming in the compartment through vents:  

    tmtm dataff ,
   (C.3) 
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,
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When oxygen is again available in the compartment, the fire is coming back to fuel controlled regime and 

equation C4 governs the pyrolysis and the heat release rates.  

  
 
 tm

tRHR
tH

fi

ceff 
  (C.4) 

 

Fig. C3 Oxygen mass curve 

 

Fig. C4 Rate of Heat Release Curve  Fig. C5 Pyrolysis Rate Curve 

C.3 Extended fire duration combustion model  

This model supposes that the release of mass may be limited by the quantity of oxygen available in the 

compartment. The total mass of fuel is burnt inside the compartment (safe procedure) then the fire duration is 

increased compared to the input one.  

When the mass of oxygen in the compartment is higher than 0kg, the fire is fuel controlled and all the mass 

loss of fuel delivers energy into the compartment: 

    tmtm dataff ,
   (C.5) 

       effffdata HtmtRHRtRHR ,
  

If the mass of oxygen in the compartment is 0kg, the fire is ventilation controlled. In this case, the mass lost 

by the fire is governed by the mass of oxygen coming in the compartment and all the pyrolised mass is 

transformed into energy:  
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The linear decreasing phase begins when 70% of the total fire load is consumed.  

In this model no external combustion is assumed, all the fire load delivers its energy into the compartment. If 

the fire is ventilation controlled, the pyrolysis rate is proportional to the oxygen coming in the compartment. 

This model is not a physical model because pyrolysis is not directly dependant on oxygen concentration. It 

has been established for design procedures, in order to avoid uncertainties on the maximum pyrolysis rate per 

unit floor area and therefor to be on the safe side concerning the fire duration.  

 

Fig. C6 Oxygen mass curve 

 

Fig. C7 Rate of heat release curve  Fig. C8 Pyrolysis rate curve 
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ANNEX D - NATIONAL ANNEXES AND NATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR THE APPLICATION OF 

THE NATURAL FIRE IN DIFFERENT EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IN THE OZONE SOFTWARE 

Several National Annexes of EN 1991-1-2 are introduced in OZone. By comparing the calculation method in 

application in a country to the original one described in the Eurocodes, three different options have been 

observed: 

- the values of the factors involved in the computation of the design fire load density as well as the 

calculation procedure were changed; 

- only the values involved in the computation of the design fire load density were changed; 

- no changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of 

the design fire load density. 

It should also be noted that Denmark do not allow using Annex E of EN1991-1-2 but no other calculation 

method is proposed in the Danish National Annex. This country is an exception. 

OZone interface is available in English and French and the occupancies have been translated into the National 

language(s) of the country. 

The German National Annex presents a specific method where two separate partial safety factors are 

calculated. The first one is applied to the fire load density (similar to EN) and the second one is applied to the 

Rate of Heat Release (not considered in the EN). These factors are function of the probability of occurrence of 

a damaging fire and the permitted probability of failure. A probabilistic equation is used to evaluate these two 

factors. 

In the Netherlands, the method is quite similar to the German one. However, it should be noted that the two 

partial safety factors applied to the fire load density and the Rate of Heat Release are identical. 

In UK, some formulae slightly differ but the method is the same as the Eurocode one. 

A large number of countries follow the same calculation method as the one described in the EN 1991-1-2 but 

the values of several parameters are different. For example: 

- Germany and France are using a 90% fractile (instead of 80%), fire load densities are consequently 

different; 

- Some countries have chosen to consider different fire load densities for several occupancies 

(independent of the choice of fractile); 

- France and Portugal have chosen to put all the delta factors accounting for active measures as equal to 

1; 

- Belgium, Spain and Italy are using other values for delta factors accounting for active measures. 

A large number of countries have chosen to follow the Eurocode method without any modification of the 

values of factors influencing the fire load density, like Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Luxembourg, 

Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.  

In the following the national parameters for the application of the Natural Fire in different European countries 

are given. 

Belgium 

No changes in the calculation procedure were provided in the Belgium National Annex of EN1991-1-2. 

For Error! Reference source not found., the values for the factors taking into account the fire activation risk 

due to the size of the compartment are replaced by a formula for areas between 25-2500m2. The descriptions 

of the occupancies are also extended. 
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In Error! Reference source not found., some factors taking into account the different active firefighting 

measures are modified. 

In Error! Reference source not found., the hotel and hospital rooms are considered with the same fire load 

density and some supplementary provisions are considered in case of localised fires. 

The values to be implemented for the Belgium National Annex in Ozone software are presented below. The 

modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D1 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type of 

occupancy (Belgium) 

Compartment 

floor area Af 

[m²] 

Danger of fire activation 

- Factor 1 

Danger of fire activation 

- Factor 2 
Examples of occupancies 

25 

δ q 1 = 1,1 + 0,4 log10 

(Af / 25) 

0.78 Galerie d’art, musée, piscine 

250 1 

Bureaux, résidence, hôtel, 

industries traitant des matières 

peu inflammables (produits en 

béton, en acier, industrie 

papetière), hôpitaux, écoles, 

commerces, salles de restaurant, 

espaces publics, parkings 

2500 1.22 

Fabrique de machines et de 

moteurs, industries traitant des 

matières inflammables(scierie, 

menuiserie, textile) , cuisines 

collectives 

5000 2 1.44 
Laboratoire de chimie, atelier de 

peinture 

10000 2.13 1.66 
Fabrique d’artifices ou de 

peintures 

Table D2 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (Belgium) 

Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 0.61 or 0.78(industrial) 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1.0/0.95/0.91 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 0.87 or 0.73 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 0.87 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 0.78 or 1 

Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1 or 1.5 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1 or 1.5 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1 or 1.5 

Table D3 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (Belgium) 

Occupancy 
Fire Load 

80% fractile 
Fire Growth Rate RHRf* 

Logement 948 Medium 250 

Chambre d’hôtel ou d’hôpital 377 Medium 250 

Bibliothèque 1824 Fast 500 
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Bureau 511 Medium 250 

Classe d’école 347 Medium 250 

Centre commercial 730 Fast 250 

Théâtre (cinéma) 365 Fast 500 

Transport de personnes (espace public) 122 Slow 250 

* “pour les feux localisés, on considère RHRf = 500kW/m² au minimum pour tous les types d’occupation” 

Czech Republic 

No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in the Czech Republic National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to 

be implemented for the Czech National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 

Croatia 

No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in the Croatian National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to be 

implemented for Croatian National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 

Estonia 

No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in the Estonian National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to be 

implemented for the Estonian National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 

France 

No changes in the calculation procedure were provided in the French National Annex of EN1991-1-2, but the 

values of the factors involved in the computation of the design fire load density are changed. 

In fact, all the values for the factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the 

compartment and the fire activation risk due to the type of occupancy, as well as the values for the factors 

taking into account the different active firefighting measures, are considered unitary. This means that, no 

reduction or increase of the characteristic fire load density is considered. 

However, the French National Annex of EN1991-1-2 states that the fire load density may be corrected to take 

into account the particular measures of prevention and protection against fire, for the specific case considered. 

In such case, it must be demonstrated that the final value considered does not increase the probability of 

collapse, compared to the normal situation.  

The values to be implemented for the French National Annex in Ozone software are presented below. The 

modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D4 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type of 

occupancy (France) 

Compartment floor 

area Af [m²] 

Danger of fire activation - 

Factor 1 

Danger of fire 

activation - 

Factor 2 

Examples of occupancies 

25 1 1 
artgallery, museum, swimming 

pool 
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250 1 1 
offices,  residences, hotel, paper 

industry 

2500 1 1 
manufactory for machinerys and 

engines 

5000 1 1 
chemical laboratory, painting 

workshop 

10000 1 1 
manufactury of fireworks and 

paints 

 

Table D5 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (France) 

Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 1 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 1 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1 

Table D6 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (France) 

Occupancy 
Fire Load 90% 

fractile 
Fire Growth Rate RHRf 

Logement 930 Medium 250 

Hopital 630 Medium 250 

Hotel (chambre) 460 Medium 250 

Bureau 740 Fast 250 

Bibliotheque de bureau - Archives de bureau 

(stockage 3m) 
2300 Rapide 500 

Salle de reunion 410 Medium 250 

Classe d'ecole 530 Moyen 250 

Centre commercial 840 Fast 500 

Theatre 420 Rapide 500 

Transport (espace public) 140 Slow 250 

Germany 

The calculation procedure provided in the German National Annex of EN1991-1-2 is different from the EN 

approach. EC and DIN EN have the same probabilistic approach, but the parameters resulting from their 

research works are different.  

The risk of fire activation in DIN EN is given by: 

Pfi = P1 x P2 x P3 x Afi 

in which: 

P1 : probability of severe fire not stopped by occupants according to the building category 
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P2 : reduction factor depending on the fire brigade type and on the time between alarm and firemen 

intervention 

P3 : reduction factor if automatic fire detection (by smoke or heat), automatic transmission of the alarm, 

sprinkler systems are present 

The safety factor in EN (applied to the fire load density) is calculated as product of the delta factors, while in 

the German Annex the safety factors (two different factors applied to RHR and fire load density) have to be 

explicitly calculated from the probabilistic formula: 

 

Also, Error! Reference source not found., containing the values of the fire load densities for different 

occupancies is modified. The values to be implemented for the German National Annex in Ozone software are 

presented below. The modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D7 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (Germany) 

Occupancy 
Fire Load 90% 

fractile 
Fire Growth Rate RHRf 

Wohngebäude 1085 mittel 250 

Burogebäude 584 mittel 250 

Krankenhauss (Zimmer) 320 mittel 250 

Hotel (Zimmer) 431 mittel 250 

Bibliothek 2087 mittel 250 to 500 

Schule 397 mittel 150 

Verkaufsstätte 835 schnell 250 

Theater, Kino 417 schnell 500 

Transport (public space) 139 langsam 250 

The practical procedure in the Ozone software involves first the definition of the geometry of the compartment 

(dimensions, nature of partitions, openings, smoke evacuator systems …) in the common module of OZone. 

The difference from the other procedures is that, upon selecting “Germany” from the list of National Annexes, 

in the open window the appropriate input values must be defined. 
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Fig. D1 : General parameters for application of the German National Annex 

In the main “Fire Definition” window, the Fire Growth rate, the RHRf and the qfk are automatically computed. 

Also, by selecting the DIN EN, all three factors that multiply qfk from EN are automatically set to 1.0 in 

Ozone. 

 

 

Fig. D2 : Specific parameters of the German National Annex 

Afterwards, the calculation with Ozone performs as usual in order to obtain the temperature curve for design 

purpose. 

Hungary 
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No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in the Hungarian National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to be 

implemented for the Hungarian National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 

Italy 

Some changes in the calculation procedure, as well as for the values of different factors involved in the 

computation of the design fire load density were provided in the Italian National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The 

values to be implemented for theItalian National Annex in Ozone software are presented below. The 

modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D8 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type of 

occupancy (Italy) 

Compartment floor area Af [m²] Danger of fire activation - Factor 1 

25 1 

250 1 

500 1.2 

1000 1.4 

2500 1.6 

5000 1.8 

10000 2 

The second factor for danger activation is computed according to the following: 

0.8 Areas that have a low fire risk in terms of ignition probability, flame propagation speed and 

possibility of fire control from the fire brigades 

1.0 Areas that have a medium fire risk in terms of ignition probability, flame propagation speed and 

possibility of fire control from the fire brigades 

1.2 Areas that have a high fire risk in terms of ignition probability, flame propagation speed and 

possibility of fire control from the fire brigades 

Table D9 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (Italy) 

Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 1/0.6 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1/1/1 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 1/0.85/0.85 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 1/1 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 1/0.9/1 

Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1/0.9/0.9 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1/0.9/0.8 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1/1 

Luxembourg 

No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in the Luxembourg National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to be 

implemented for the Luxembourgish National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 
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The Netherlands  

Changes in the calculation procedure were provided in the Dutch National Annex of EN1991-1-2. Instead of 

applying directly the delta coefficients to the characteristic fire load density, in the Dutch NA a global risk 

factor is calculated. The risk factor, which should be calculated by the user, is dependent on the compartment 

size, occupation and active measures considered. This factor is applied to the RHR curve, not to the 

characteristic fire load density. Depending on the fire resistance requirement, the fire load is additionally 

multiplied with a supplementary coefficient, which is 0,5 for 30 minutes; 1,0 for 60; 1,5 for 90; 2,0 for 120. 

Error! Reference source not found., containing the values of the fire load densities for different occupancies, 

is modified. The values to be implemented for the Dutch National Annex in Ozone software are presented 

below. The modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D10 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (The Netherlands) 

Occupancy Fire Load 80% fractile Fire Growth Rate RHRf 

Dwelling 870 Medium 250 

Hospital 350 Medium 250 

Hotel (room) 400 Medium 250 

Library 1824 Fast 500 

Office (standard) 570 Medium 250 

School 360 Medium 250 

Shopping Centre 730 Fast 250 

Theatre (movie/cinema) 365 Fast 500 

Transport (public space) 122 Slow 250 

Portugal 

No changes in the calculation procedure were provided in the Portuguese National Annex of EN1991-1-2, but, 

as in the case of the French National Annex, the values of the factors involved in the computation of the design 

fire load density are considered unitary. 

The values to be implemented for the Portuguese National Annex in Ozone software are presented below. The 

modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D11 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type 

of occupancy (Portugal) 

Compartment floor 

area Af [m²] 

Danger of fire activation - 

Factor 1 

Danger of fire 

activation - 

Factor 2 

Examples of occupancies 

25 1 1 
artgallery, museum, swimming 

pool 

250 1 1 
offices,  residences, hotel, paper 

industry 

2500 1 1 
manufactory for machinerys and 

engines 

5000 1 1 
chemical laboratory, painting 

workshop 

10000 1 1 
manufactury of fireworks and 

paints 

Table D12 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (Portugal) 
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Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 1 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 1 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1 

Romania 

No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in the Romanian National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to be 

implemented for the Romanian National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 

Spain 

No changes in the calculation procedure were provided in the Spanish National Annex of EN1991-1-2. 

For Error! Reference source not found., the descriptions of the occupancies are extended and different values 

are provided for the danger of fire activation coefficient. 

In Error! Reference source not found., only the factors accounting for Automatic Water Extinguishing 

System, Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) and for Automatic Alarm Transmission to 

Fire Brigade are considered. 

In Error! Reference source not found., some fire load densities are modified. 

The values to be implemented for the Spanish National Annex in Ozone software are presented below. The 

modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D13 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type 

of occupancy (Spain) 

Compartment floor 

area Af [m²] 

Danger of fire 

activation - Factor 1 

Danger of fire 

activation - Factor 2 
Examples of occupancies 

25 1.1 0.78 Galería de arte, museo, piscina 

250 1.5 1.25 
Vivienda, administrativo, 

residencial, docente 

2500 1.9 1.25 Sectores de riesgo especial bajo 

5000 2 1.4 Sectores de riesgo especial medio 

10000 2.13 1.6 Sectores de riesgo especial alto 

Table D14 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (Spain) 

Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 0.61 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 0.87 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 0.87 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 1 
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Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1 

Table D15 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (Spain) 

Occupancy 
Fire Load 80% 

fractile 
Fire Growth Rate RHRf 

Vivienda 650 Medio 250 

Hospital (habitación) 280 Medio 250 

Hotel (habitación) 280 Medio 250 

Biblioteca 1824 Rápido 500 

Oficina 520 Medio 250 

Aula de escuela 350 Medio 250 

Centro comercial 730 Rápido 250 

Teatro (cine) 365 Rápido 500 

Transporte (espacio público) 122 Lento 250 

Slovenia 

No changes in the calculation procedure or for the values of the factors involved in the computation of the 

design fire load density were provided in Slovenian National Annex of EN1991-1-2. The values to be 

implemented for the Slovenian National Annex in Ozone software are the ones from EN1991-1-2. 

Sweden 

No changes in the calculation procedure were provided in the Swedish National Annex of EN1991-1-2. All 

the values for the factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and the 

fire activation risk due to the type of occupancy, as well as the values for the factors taking into account the 

different active firefighting measures, are considered unitary. This means that, no reduction or increase of the 

characteristic fire load density is considered. 

The values to be implemented for the Swedish National Annex in Ozone software are presented below. The 

modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D16 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type 

of occupancy (Sweden) 

Compartment floor 

area Af [m²] 

Danger of fire activation - 

Factor 1 

Danger of fire 

activation - 

Factor 2 

Examples of occupancies 

25 1 1 
artgallery, museum, swimming 

pool 

250 1 1 
offices,  residences, hotel, paper 

industry 

2500 1 1 
manufactory for machinerys and 

engines 

5000 1 1 
chemical laboratory, painting 

workshop 

10000 1 1 
manufactury of fireworks and 

paints 
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Table D17 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (Sweden) 

Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 1 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 1 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1 

Table D18 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (Sweden) 

Occupancy Fire Load 80% fractile Fire Growth Rate RHRf 

Dwelling 750 Medium 250 

Hospital 360 Medium 250 

Hotel (room) 400 Medium 250 

Library 1800 Fast 500 

Office (standard) 520 Medium 250 

School 450 Medium 250 

Shopping Centre 400 Fast 250 

Theatre (movie/cinema) 370 Fast 500 

Transport (public space) 122 Slow 250 

United Kingdom 

The calculation procedure provided in the PD 6688-1-2 is the same as the one of the EN1991-1-2. A different 

parameter “fire growth rate parameter” is introduced but this leads to results very close to those obtained by 

use of the EN1991-1-2. All the values for the factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size 

of the compartment and the fire activation risk due to the type of occupancy, as well as the values for the 

factors taking into account the different active firefighting measures are considered unitary, except for the 

presence of sprinklers.  

The values to be implemented for the UK National Annex (PD 6688-1-2) in Ozone software are presented 

below. The modifications to the provisions of EN1991-1-2 are highlighted. 

Table D19 : Factors taking into account the fire activation risk due to the size of the compartment and type 

of occupancy (UK) 

Compartment floor 

area Af [m2] 

Danger of fire activation 

- Factor 1 

Danger of fire 

activation - 

Factor 2 

Examples of occupancies 

25 1 1 
artgallery, museum, swimming 

pool 

250 1 1 
offices,  residences, hotel, paper 

industry 

2500 1 1 
manufactory for machinerys and 

engines 

5000 1 1 
chemical laboratory, painting 

workshop 

10000 1 1 
manufactury of fireworks and 

paints 
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Table D20 : Factors taking into account the different active measures (UK) 

Factor 1 Automatic Water Extinguishing System 0.61 

Factor 2 Independent Water Supplies 0/1/2 1 

Factor 3 / 4 Automatic Fire Detection & Alarm (by Heat/ by Smoke) 1 

Factor 5 Automatic Alarm Transmission to Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 6 / 7 Work Fire Brigade / Off Site Fire Brigade 1 

Factor 8 Safe Access Routes 1 

Factor 9 Fire Fighting Devices 1 

Factor 10 Smoke Exhaust System 1 

Table D21 : Fire load densities, fire growth rate and RHRf for different occupancies (UK) 

Occupancy Fire Load 80% fractile Fire Growth Rate RHRf 

Dwelling 870 Medium 250 

Hospital 350 Medium 250 

Hotel (room) 400 Medium 250 

Library 2250 Fast 500 

Office (standard) 570 Medium 250 

School 360 Medium 250 

Shopping Centre 900 Fast 250 

Theatre (movie/cinema) - - - 

Transport (public space) - - - 
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ANNEX E - LOCALISED FIRE PROCEDURE 

The localised fire procedure implemented in OZone is based on the work made in the research project RFSR-

CT-2012-00023 LOCAFI - Temperature assessment of a vertical steel member subjected to LOCAlised Fire. 

The analytical model for localised fires has been developed within the project with two levels of refinement: 

- A model based on numerical integration for implementation into advanced models like SAFIR and 

Ansys - “geometric model”; 

- A model based on analytical formulae for handmade use or implementation into basic engineering 

tools like Excel spreadsheets - “simplified model”. 

In both geometric and simplified models, the configurations where the thermal exchanges are drawn by 

convective fluxes (member engulfed into the fire or situated inside the smoke layer) are treated by application 

of the existing equations available in the EN 1991-1-2. The major heat exchanges, by radiation, are calculated 

by representing the fire as a virtual solid flame that radiates in all the directions. The first step of this calculation 

is again common to the geometric and simplified models and consists in defining the geometry of the virtual 

solid flame representing the localised fire and the distribution of temperature as a function of time. 

The shape of the virtual solid flame representing the thermal action of the localised fire may be cylindrical or 

conical. The cylindrical shape flame is simpler to deal with but usually represents less accurately the thermal 

attack induced by the fire and leads to overestimated radiative heat fluxes. In case the flame length is higher 

than the ceiling level, the cylinder or the cone must be truncated and a radiant ring, representing the spreading 

of the flame under the ceiling, should be considered outside the truncated cylinder or cone. 

The difference between the geometric and simplified models is the calculation method used for the assessment 

of the radiative heat fluxes exchanged between the virtual solid flame and the elements. 

In order to propose a calculation method without surface integral (that generally requires the implementation 

into a solver), the simplified model implemented in OZone was defined on the basis of configuration factors. 

For simple shapes like cylinder or ring, direct formulae are available under several conditions. By means of 

slight adaptations of the virtual solid flame, these conditions are satisfied and the calculation of radiative heat 

fluxes can be calculated using the concept of configuration factor. 

The implementation of the simplified model in OZone software considers a conical shape for the virtual solid 

flame as it has been demonstrated that this shape is leading to the best flux predictions. The flux is calculated 

separately for the 4 faces of the box perimeter of the profile and an average value of this flux is applied to the 

whole perimeter of the steel section. This means that the shadow effect is not taken into account. The coupling 

between localised fire and compartment fire allows combining the influences of the radiative heat fluxes 

through the cold zone and of the convective fluxes in the hot zone. The input data of the “Localised fire” part 

requires defining the position, diameter and evolution of HRR with time for a maximum number of 5 fires. 

The calculation of steel temperatures under the calculated heat fluxes was already available previously and 

assumes that the temperature is uniform through the cross-section. 

More detailed information about the simplified model for localised fire implemented in OZone is given in the 

Final Report of the research project RFSR-CT-2012-00023 LOCAFI - Temperature assessment of a vertical 

steel member subjected to LOCAlised Fire. 
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ANNEX F - ANALYSIS STRATEGY AND TRANSITION CRITERIA 

If a fire is modelled by the plain curve of the Figure F1 the growing phase, represented here by a t² curve, is 

reaching a maximum at the time at which all the fuel has been ignited. If the fuel ignition happens only by 

flame spread, the maximum is reached without modification of the initial t² curve. If the temperatures of hot 

gases of the upper layer of a fire reach a sufficiently high temperature (about 500°C to 600°C), the radiative 

flux between the hot gas and the non-burning combustible materials can be as high as to ignite the fuel. At 

this moment there is a very fast increased of the energy release rate. This phenomenon is called flashover. 

This modification is made by modifying the initial heat release rate curve as indicated by the dotted line in 

Figure F1. At the flashover time, the RHR curve is left and goes to its maximum value equal to the maximum 

fire area multiplied by the heat release rate density RHRf.  

If the gases in contact with the fuel reach a temperature of about 300°C, the fuel also ignites and the rate of 

heat release increases as stated for the flashover phenomena.  

 

Fig. F1 Modification of RHR(t) in case of flashover 

The criteria of the transition from two to one zone and/or of modification of the fire source model are given 

in the following.  

Criterion 1 (C1): TU > TFL    

High temperature of the upper layer gases, composed of combustion products and entrained air, leads to a 

flashover. All the fuel in the compartment is ignited by radiative flux from the upper layer. The flashover 

temperature (TFL) is set to 500°C.   

Criterion 2 (C2): Zs < Zq and TZ > Tignition    

If the gases in contact with the fuel have a higher temperature than the ignition temperature of fuel (Tignition), 

the propagation of fire to all the combustible of the compartment will occur by convective ignition. The gases 

in contact (at temperature TZ) can either belong to the lower layer of a two zone, the upper layer (if the decrease 

of the interface height (ZS) leads to put combustible in the smoke layer - Zq is the maximum height of the 

combustible material) or the unique zone of one zone models. Tignition is assumed to be 300°C.  

Criterion 3 (C3): ZS < 0.2 H    
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The interface height goes down and leads to a very small lower layer thickness, which is not representative of 

two zone phenomenon.  

Criterion 4 (C4): Afi > 0.25 Af    

The fire area is too high compared to the floor surface of the compartment to consider that the fire remains 

confined.  

Criteria 1 or 2 lead necessarily to a modification of the rate of heat release. If the fire load remains localised 

(C4 is not fulfilled), the simulation will continue using a 2ZM and if the fire load is uniformly distributed, a 

1ZM will be considered. If one of the criteria C3 or C4 is fulfilled, the code will switch to a one zone model 

but the RHR will not be modified, except if criterion C1 or C2 happens simultaneously. The Table F1 and 

Figures F2 and F3 summarize the four criteria.  

Table F1 Transition criteria 

CRITERIA EFFECT  

  LOCALISED qf  DISTRIBUTED qf  

C1 : TU > 500°C  Afi = Afi,max  1ZM + Afi = Afi,max  

C2 :  Zs < Hq and TU > Tignition (2ZM)     or, 

 Zs > Hq and TL > Tignition (2ZM)     or,

 T   > Tignition (1ZM)  

Afi = Afi,max  1ZM + Afi = Afi,max  

C3 :  Zs < H  1ZM  1ZM  

C4 :  Afi > 0.25% Af  -  1ZM  

 If the fire load is confined, five different paths are possible:  

• PATH 1 - None criterion are encountered then the model will remain with two zones and the RHR 

curve will not be modified until the end of the fire.   

• PATH 2 - Criterion C1 or C2 is first encountered, leading to a RHR modification. Criterion C3 is not 

encountered, the model remains a two zones one.  

• PATH 3 - Criterion C1 or C2 is first encountered, leading to a RHR modification. Criterion C3 is 

encountered, the model switch from a two zones to a one zone.  

• PATH 4 - Criterion C3 is first encountered, the model switch from a two zones to a one zone. The 

criteria C1 and C2 are not encountered, leading to no RHR modification.  

• PATH 5 - Criterion C3 is first encountered, the model switch from a two zones to a one zone. The 

criterion C1 or C2 is then encountered, leading to a RHR modification.  

If the fire load is uniformly distributed, three different paths are possible:  

• PATH 6 - Criterion C1 or C2 is encountered, leading to a RHR modification and a simultaneous 

switch from a two zones to a one zone model.  

• PATH 7 - Criterion C3 or C4 is first encountered, the model switch from a two zones to a one zone. 

The criterion C1 and C2 are not encountered, leading to no RHR modification.  

• PATH 8 - Criterion C3 or C4 is first encountered, the model switch from a two zones to a one zone. 

Criterion C1 or C2 is then encountered, leading to a RHR modification.  
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Fig F2 Flow chart of the combination strategy 
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Fig. F3 Four criteria to switch from two zone to one zone model and/or modify the heat release rate 
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